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Furniture

Furniture

Step into the world of quad

Furniture and experience stunning
contemporary style, combined with innovative, unique design.
Constructed with high quality timbers from ethically managed and
sustainable sources, quad Furniture creates an interlocking template
for modern living spaces.
The Interlocking Range provides an inexpensive furnishing solution
for the serviced housing sector, making them an ideal application in
student, care and social housing and buy to let properties.
With no minimum order & the option of bespoke colours Quad
furniture is also an attractive solution for the home.
Made in the UK, quad Furniture is a fully serviceable range......
individual component parts can be ordered & replaced independently,
and you won't need a degree in engineering to assemble them.....
precision engineered slotted joint technology, backed up by only a
handful of screws, are the simple steps to a revolutionary concept in
functional and stylish furnishing.
All quad Furniture can be easily dis-assembled enabling flat storage.
Quad kids Furniture is currently in development and utilises the very
best of our slotted joint technology and minimal fixtures.
To View our full range please call in to see us or visit our website
CNCnottingham.co.uk for more information

quad Furniture
style designed simply
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Interlocking - Double bed

Double Bed
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of bedroom furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
Bespoke colours are available on request.
The head board and footboard slot onto the side rails. The base boards fit inside
the bed frame on prefixed rails which are supported by central legs. The base boards
then screw into place with 12 screws.
This bed can be supplied with a mattress, we have three qualities available.
For further details of mattress specifications please contact us.
The engineered slot joint allows the bed to be dismantled easily and stored flat.
Screws and assembly instructions are included.
Other items in the range include a single bed, bedside table, 4 draw chest
unit, 2 door wardrobe, 3 draw combi wardrobe, desk & chair. Living & dining
ranges are also available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood grain
to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through on each
piece will vary.
Dimensions
Queen size 6ft 3in L 4ft W (1900mm L ,1220mm W, 200mm below bed space)
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Interlocking - Combi Wardrobe

Combi Wardrobe
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of bedroom furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
The handleless design gives a modern touch.
This 2 door, 3 drawer design maximises on space usage. The drawers are set on
roller action runners. Internal features include a chrome hanging rail
.
The wardrobe slots together without screws. The doors are attached with 2 hinges
per door and the drawers are set on pre screwed runners which fit easily
into the frame. The engineered slot joint allows the wardrobe to be dismantled
easily and stored flat. Hinges, screws and assembly instructions are included.
Other items in the range include a single bed, double bed, bedside table,
4 draw chest unit, 2 door wardrobe, desk & chair. Living & dining ranges are
also available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood
grain to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through
on each piece will vary.
Dimensions 1850mm H, 900 W, 518mm D.
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Interlocking - Wardrobe

Wardrobe
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of bedroom furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
The handleless design gives a modern touch.
This 2 door piece includes an internal chrome hanging rail.
The wardrobe slots together without screws. The doors are attached with 2 hinges
per door. The drawers are set on pre screwed runners which fit easily
into the frame.The engineered slot joint allows the wardrobe to be dismantled
easily and stored flat. Hinges, screws and assembly instructions are included.

Other items in the range include a single bed, double bed, bedside table,
4 draw chest unit, 2 door 3 drawer combi wardrobe, desk & chair. Living &
dining ranges are also available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood
grain to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through
on each piece will vary.
Dimensions 1850mm H, 900 W, 518mm D.
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Interlocking - Single Bed

Single Bed
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of bedroom furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
The head board and footboard slot onto the side rails. The base boards fit inside
the bed frame on prefixed rails which are supported by central legs. The base boards
then screw into place with 10 screws.
This bed can be supplied with a mattress, we have three qualities available.
For further details of mattress specifications please contact us.
The engineered slot joint allows the bed to be dismantled easily and stored flat.
Screws and assembly instructions are included.
Other items in the range include a double bed, bedside table, 4 draw chest
unit, 2 door wardrobe, 3 drawer combi wardrobe, desk & chair. Living & dining
ranges are also available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood grain
to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through on each
piece will vary.

Dimensions 1850mm H, 900 W, 518mm D.
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Interlocking - Four Drawer Unit

Four Drawer Unit
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of bedroom furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
The handleless design gives a modern touch. Each drawer is set on roller action
runners.
The unit slots together without screws. The drawers are set on pre screwed
runners which fit easily into the frame. The engineered slot joint allows the unit to
be dismantled easily and stored flat. Screws and assembly instructions are included.

Other items in the range include a single bed, double bed, bedside table, 2 door
wardrobe, 3 draw combi wardrobe, desk & chair. Living & dining ranges are also
available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood grain
to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through on each
piece will vary
.
Dimension 900mm H, 850mm W, 518mm D.
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Interlocking - Bedside Unit

Bedside Unit
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of bedroom furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
The handleless design gives a modern touch. The double drawers are set on
roller action runners

The unit slots together without screws. The drawers are set on pre screwed
runners which fit easily into the frame. The engineered slot joint allows the unit
to be dismantled easily and stored flat. Screws and assembly instructions are
included.
Other items in the range include a single bed, double bed, 4 drawer unit, 2 door
wardrobe, 3 draw combi wardrobe, desk & chair. Living & dining ranges are also
available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood grain
to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through on each
piece will vary.
Dimensions 500mm H, 415mm W, 370mm D.
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Interlocking - Desk

Desk
The Slots furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style of living furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
This desk slots together with minimal fixture and no glue. The legs slot together .
The table top locates into a grove around the upper frame of the legs, the
table top fixes down with 8 screws.
The engineered slot joint allows the table to be dismantled easily and stored flat.
Screws and assembly instructions are included.

Other items in the range include a single bed, double bed, 4 drawer unit, 2 door
wardrobe, 3 draw combi wardrobe & chair. Living & dining ranges are also
available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood grain
to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through on each
piece will vary.
Dimensions 718mmH, 800mm W, 600mm D.
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Interlocking - Chair

Chair
The Slot furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated
detailing to create a relaxed style living furniture.
Constructed from birch plywood in a clear or satin painted white durable finish.
This multi purpose chair is suitable for both dining and desk seating.
The chair frame slots together and is strengthened with glue. The seat pad is
screwed into the chair frame.
Other items in the range include a single bed, double bed, 4 drawer unit, 2 door
wardrobe, 3 draw combi wardrobe & chair. Living & dining ranges are also
available.
Please note - The soft paint finish allows the natural texture of the wood grain
to show through. Therefore, the amount of grain that will show through on each
piece will vary.
Dimensions 845mm H, 430mm to seat H, 375mm W, 460mm D.
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Furniture

QFSB 003 Combi Wardrobe
1850mm H, 900 W, 518mm D.

QFSB 002 Single bed 6ft 3in L 3ft W
( 1900mm L, 910mm W, 200mm below bed)

QFSB 006 Four drawer unit
900mm H, 850mm W, 518mm D.

QFSB 001 Double bed 6ft 3in L 4ft W
( 1900mm L, 1200mm W, 200mm below bed)

QFSB 007 Desk
718mmH, 800mm W, 600mm D.
QFSD 002 Chair
845mm H, 430mm to seat H, 375mm W, 460mm D.

QFSB 005 Bedside unit
500mm H, 415mm W, 370mm D.

QFSB 004 Wardrobe
1850mm H, 900 W, 518mm D.
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Furniture
We are proud to present our interlocking furniture range, following continued success, now in its
4th year of production. We have successfully furnished clients through the region with our unique
signature range.
The Interlocking furniture range consists of contemporary forms with understated detailing to
create a relaxed style of bedroom and study furniture.
Each piece of furniture is designed and manufactured in the Nottingham ensuring parts can be
replaced if needed rather than whole unit replacement.
Colour and fiishes
Our standard white satin fiish is our best selling .This range is also available in birch with a clear
laquered satin fiish allowing the stunning striations of the wood markings to show. Additonal
colours are available on request when placing large orders.
Construction
Constructed from 18mm thick birch plywood, design to withstand the trials of heavy daily use.
The design has been engineered so the interlocking joints create a strong durable construction
unlike screwed pieces where the screw point forms a vulnerable joint. This unique patented
Interlocking joint ensures a stable strong joint down the length of the piece.
Pricing
Our furniture is regularly bench marked against competitors and adjusted to accommodate
flctuating material costs to ensure we bring our clients the best value. Please call or email for a
current price list.
Ordering
If you would like to view any of the pieces you are welcome to visit our Nottingham based
workshop. We would love to introduce you to the range and discuss your furniture needs, please
call to arrange a visit.
Call us on 0115 9875528.
Orders can also be made over the phone.
All orders are gratefully received, lead times will vary depending on the time of year - summer is
our busiest period.
Delivery Installation and Assembly
Delivery & assembly charges apply. Orders are delivered using our two-man delivery service, who
will make the delivery within an agreed time window, they will assemble and position your furniture
to your requirements.With minimum disturbance to our client.
Commissioned Furniture in Nottingham
Quad Joinery also manufacture commissioned furniture, bespoke free standing and fitted furniture
designed to your concept.
Simply email us your CAD fies and we will mass produce your products and concepts.
We pride ourselves on our craftsmanship, attention to detail and first class customer service. We
would love the opportunity to make your furniture concepts a reality.Contact us at your
convenience to discuss your furniture requirements and take advantage of our no commitment
consultation.We look forward to making you concepts a reality.
.
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Furniture

m. 07767 814032
0115 9875528
enquiries@cncnottingham.co.uk
cncnottingham.co.uk

Quad Joinery Ltd, Unit 2 Terry Court,
Private Road No 7, Colwick, Nottingham NG4 2JW
Company Reg no.06044713 Vat Reg no 897858136
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